Characteristics of fetal and maternal heart rate tracings during labor: A prospective observational study.
Fetal well-being is assured during labor and delivery with the employment of electronic fetal heart monitoring (EFHM). In uncommon instances, maternal heart rate (MHR) instead of fetal heart rate (FHR) can be the source of signals on monitors (signal ambiguity) leading to erroneous interpretation and management. Information about MHR characteristics are comparatively inadequate. We aim to analyze and compare MHR and FHR characteristics during the first and second stages of labor. A prospective cohort study was conducted in a single tertiary care center during a one year period. Fifty one healthy full term women with singleton pregnancies during labor were enrolled. Uterine contractions, MHR and FHR were recorded simultaneously during both stages of labor by monitors designed for twin gestation. When compared to FHR, MHR had significantly lower baseline rate during 1st and 2nd stages (p < 0.0001). It demonstrated also more marked beat-to-beat variability during both stages (p < 0.0001). MHR showed significantly more accelerations (p = 0.03 and p = 0.008) and less decelerations (p < 0.0001 and p = 0.021) during 1st and 2nd stages respectively. All characteristic parameters and patterns produced by FHR could be mimicked by MHR as well, though, at different frequencies. Understanding EFHM patterns suspected to be MHR artefacts and the employment of modern monitors that simultaneously obtain and display FHR and MHR can unmask ambiguity and avert related misinterpretation problems. Similar studies should be conducted in high-risk groups where the potential for fetal hypoxia/acidosis is increased.